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It's summertime in Stermont! And it's...SNOWING?!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter

book line called Branches, which is aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text,

high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost

reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow!In this seventh book, it's

summertime in Stermont! Alexander, Rip, and Nikki are at summer camp up in the Gloamy

Mountains. And it is REALLY hot! But suddenly, it starts snowing - and with the snow comes the

snombies! Snombies are snow monsters that can build armies of themselves! Will the S.S.M.P. be

able to stop their coolest monster yet?
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Praise for THE NOTEBOOK OF DOOM #1: RISE OF THE BALLOON GOONS"Cranking up the

horrorlarity with googly eyed cartoon figures and sight gags on nearly every page, Cummings

pitches his nervous but resourceful newcomer into a climactic, all-out battle with an entire army of

aggressive, air-stealing bendy balloons.... An unusually promising series opener for

proto-Goosebumps fans." -KIRKUS REVIEWSPraise for THE EENSY WEENSY SPIDER FREAKS



OUT!"Clever text full of witty asides." -SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNALPraise for MORE

BEARS!"[Artwork that is] infused with zaniness of fun." -SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL

Troy Cummings has been drawing since he was a little kid. His illustrations have appeared in

newspapers and magazines, on websites, on frozen-fish-stick packages, and in hospital waiting

rooms. His picture books include THE EENSY WEENSY SPIDER FREAKS OUT!, MORE BEARS!,

and GIDDY-UP, DADDY! THE NOTEBOOK OF DOOM is his first early chapter book series. He

lives in Indiana with his cat and family.

My son is a HUGE fan of Troy Cummings and the Notebook of Doom series. They are hard to find

as I have only seen them sold at his school book fairs once a year. They are also $5 a piece so I

enjoyed the little bit of a discount that I got. These are great mystery style chapter books for

beginners. They really engage the reader which is important for a young child. They aren't too big

as to discourage them from wanting to read yet they aren't too childish either. I highly recommend

the Notebook of Doom series for any child that likes to read fiction books about monsters and

monster fighters.

My 2nd grade son is in live with the notebook of doom series. This is the first time i have had him

ask me to pre-order him a book and offered to give me money. He reads the books alone and

outloud to his 5 year brother and myself. We are all loving the adventures of Alexander, Rip & Nikki.

He devoured this book in about 3 hours. The 8th is already ordered. Thank you Troy Cummings for

bringing these books to my sons!

Great series for boys and girls aged 7-10

I ordered these books for my son for Christmas. They arrived well packaged and undamaged. Fast

shipping which was nice. He loves these books! I have not read them but our son read one to my

husband and he said they were really fun books. Our son is 9 and hates to read! He is an excellent

reader but would rather play video games all day if we would let him. For him to ask for the whole

set and to see him re-reading the ones from school tells me they must be pretty awesome books.

He loves this series, and we pre-order, then eagerly await until it is released. He finished this one in

two sittings, and can't wait to read the next when... when it's released! Highly recommended for



young readers.

My 8y son loves these. He can't put them down.

My son absolutely loves this book series. He received this book in the series for Christmas. We

finally got a chance to read this book together. My son struggles in reading. If he is really interested

in the book it seems to be easier for me to get him to help read.

I have all of the new Notebook of Doom series on pre-order - my 8 year old son can't get enough of

them and I appreciate the reasonable price!
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